The Gospel According to Matthew
Get the Hell Out!
November 14, 2021

Matthew 13v24-53

What if these parables are Jesus’
way of speaking to that issue?

Where is the world headed?

A question from Jesus day, as well as our own.

Did Jesus use the word hell in Matthew 13v24-53?
No. But he did use the word “devil” and talked
about “bundle to be burned”.

What is evil doing to God’s creation?

According to these stories, where
did evil come from?

Is this a story about a Jesus who
“sends people to hell”?
The Skeletons in God’s Closet
by Joshua Ryan Butler

Or is it a story about a Jesus
committed to getting the hell out
of his creation?
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So what’s Jesus’ plan?

v31-33

What’s Jesus answer for evil?
Something like a mustard
seed; something like yeast.

Is God indiﬀerent about evil?
Does God have a plan?
To the extent he does, how do
we become a part?

“There is a danger that you will mislive - that despite all your activity,
despite all the pleasant diversions you might have enjoyed while alive,
you will end up living a bad life. There is, in other words, a danger
that when you are on your deathbed, you will look back and realize
that you wasted your one chance at living. Instead of spending your
life pursuing something genuinely valuable, you squandered it
because you allowed yourself to be distracted by the variou bauble
life has to oﬀer.” _ William Irvine

Observation:
The Kingdom’s value
makes paying with
everyone one has
the wise choice.

Why is it the wise choice?

v.47-50

What if the world is headed somewhere?

